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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let da be a non-negative measure having the whole real line or a part of 
the real line as its support. Let the support of da contain infinitely many 
points and let [x” da(x) < 00 for n = 0, 1. 2 ,... . 
Then there exists a uniquely determined sequence of orthonormal 
polynomials (P,(da; x)) with respect to this measure (see [ 1, Sect. 1.11); 
they are determined by the properties: 
(a) P,(da: X) = y,(da)x” + ... is a polynomial of degree II and 
;,,(dcr) = y, > 0: 
(b) 1 P,(du) P,(da) da = 6,,, the Kronecker symbol. 
It is well known that all zeros x,,(da) = xkn (k = 1, 2,..., n) of P,(da; x) 
are real and are contained in the smallest interval overlapping the support 
of da. 
The interpolatory quadrature formula 
Q,(da; f) Ef q7 
k=l 
Wa: ~~,).f(x~,,) (1.1) 
has the property that, for every polynomial Pzn ~, of degree < 2n - 1, 
Q,(da; P,, _,) = ( P,, .- 1 da. 
The coefficients l,(da; xkn) in this formula are called the Christoffel 
numbers and are given by 
A; ‘(da; x) = \‘ P:(da; x). 
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Equation (1.1) is the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula. The nodes xkn are 
called the Gaussian abscissae with respect to da. 
If, in addition, da is an absolutely continuous measure, then 
da(x) = a’(x) dx and (L’(X) is a weight function. In this case, u’(s) will be 
denoted by w(x) and P,(da) by P,(W). 
Finally. x,,, will denote the greatest zero of P,(da). 
2. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR ENTIRE INTECRANDS 
In order to prove our main results in this paper, we are going to use the 
following three lemmas due to G. Freud: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f (z) be analytic in a domain D containing the Gaussian 
abscissae xkn (k = 1, 2 ,..., n) and x~,~+ 1 (j = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1). then we have 
Q, + ,W;f) - Q,(da;f) 
l‘(Z) 
P,(da; z) P, + , (da; z) dz’ 
(2.1 1 
where C, c D is a simple closed curve containing the zeros of P, j , (da) in 
its interior. Consequently, the error term of the quadrature formula is 
expressible as 
i 
‘f da - Q,(da: f) 
-;-;ir*, 1 l’(z) - dz (2.2) - I’ ” 7, --$ 2rci (., P,,(da; z) P,., ,(da: z) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let we(x) =exp(-2Q(x)), -co <x < co, be a weight 
function where Q(x) is an even differentiable function, except possibly at 
x = 0, increasing for x > 0, for which xPQ’(x) is increasing for p < 1 then we 
have 
c,q, < x,n < c,q,. (2.3) 
where C,, C, do not depend on n and qr (s > 0) is the (unique) positice 
solution of the eqution 
4, Q'(q,) = s. (2.4) 
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LEMMA 2.3. For every even weight function w(x) we have 
max 
I<k<n-I Yk 
For the proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 see 12, 4 and 31, respective1.v. 
Let W be the class of all weight functions of the form we(x) = 
exp(-2Q(x)}, --co < x < 00, where 
(i) Q(x) is an even, differentiable function, except possibly at x = 0, 
increasing for x > 0. 
(ii) There exists p < 1 such that x”Q’(x) is increasing and 
(iii) the sequence (9,) determined by (2.4) satisfies the conditi’on 
+c,> 1, (n = 1, 2,...) 
n 
(2.6) 
for some constant C, independent of n. 
Remarks. 
(a) Observe that whenever Q(x) = Q,(x) = f /xla (a > l), then M.‘~ E W. 
(b) We also remark, see 1.51, that (2.6) will be satisfied if we assume that 
Q”(x) exists and xQ”(x)/Q’(x) < C, --co < x < co, C = constant. 
We now turn to our main results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w, E W. Then, there exists a constant A ~5 (0, l), 





lim pmS(x) e- zQ’x) dx - Q,(w, ; f) < 1. (2.8) “+CC 
THEOREM 2.2. Let wQ E W. Let f (z) be an entire function satisJiing 
,im maxlzl =R(“g if(’ = o 
R .cc 2Q(R) 
(2.7)’ 
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I ,I 
~ f (4 e. 2y’x) ds - Qn(wU : J‘) = 0. (2.8)’ 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.1 AND 2.2 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of this theorem will be mainly based on 
estimating the error form in (2.2). 
From the assumption (ii). we can easily see that there exists an absolute 
constant C, such that 
Q(x) < c 
xQ’(x) ’ ” 
for all s > -Y,, > 0. (3.1) 
Suppose that (2.7) holds with A = 2~~‘“’ I’. where A4 is equal to (say) the 
greatest integer not exceeding 1 + (1 + 2C, + log C,)/log C,, with C,. C, 
and C, as in (2.3), (2.6) and (3.1). respectively. 
Let us also choose R, such that 
R,Q’(R,,) = 2,“(n + I) (n = 1, 2,...). (3.2) 
From (2.4), (3.2) and (2.6) we conclude 
R,, > C:‘q,+ , (n = 1, 2,...). (3.3 1 
Since M’@ is an even weight function, it follows that (see (6. Sect. 2.3(2) I): 
where z is any complex number and s,,~ > .x2,, > .‘t > x,~~,,,, are the positive 
zeros of P,(wQ). Thus 
(3.4) 
whenever x:,Jzi’ < 1 (k = 1, 2 ,..., [n/2]). 
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By combining (2.1), (2.7) and (3.4), denoting by I, the expression 
Ynt1 1 J-(z) ___~ 
‘in 2ni 9 (7, fw, : z) p,, ,(WQ ; z) 
dz, 
and taking the path of integration to be the circle of radius R, and center at 
the origin, we obtain that there exists a positive number N such that 
I 1 
~I,/<Y.-r;;.exp 
1’ R, i 
2. 2-MQ(Rn) + (n + 1) (-‘tR+1;~;) ( 
i rr 1 - (.y:.,, + ,/R:) i ’ 
for all n > N. By using (2.5), (2.3). (3.1). (3.2). (3.3) and the choice of M. 
we conclude 
And 




By using (2.2), (3.5) and denoting !‘?, f(x) e-2y’X) dx - Q,,(wu;f) by A,,, 
we obtain iA,1 < l/y: . CFY:, B“< KB”; n > N and K is a constant 
independent of n. 
Therefore 
lim IA,(“” < lim (B K”“) = B < 1. 
n-r n *Z 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. From the above proof of Theorem 2.4 and 
condition (2.7)‘, we can, by choosing A4 sufficiently large, state that: 
For any c > 0, there exists a positive number N, such that 
lA,l”” < Kc, for all II > N. 
From this last inequality we can immediately conclude (2.8)‘, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
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